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Motivation

✤Many talks on building the Standard Model & its field theoretical 
BSM extensions (SUSY, GUTs,...) from String Theory.

Heterotic String, Type II orientifold, F theory, M theory, ...
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UV Sensitivity

✤Conditions for inflation, observable gravity wave, non-Gaussiantity 
are sensitive to Planck (or field) suppressed operators.

✤The UV sensitivity of inflation can be sharply posed:



Strings and Particle Physics

✤ In particle physics, this kind of UV sensitivity is rare but not 
non-existent, e.g., TeV strings (Lust’s talk) & gravity mediation:

!X" = M + !2F

A standard paradigm for SUSY model 

building involves a “hidden sector” where

SUSY breaks, and then messenger fields

which transmit this breaking to the 

Standard Model:

I.  Introduction

m0 ! m1/2 ! m3/2 !
F

MP

✤Suppose SUSY is parametrized by a spurion field:

✤Soft terms (& flavor issue) are sensitive to Planck suppressed 
corrections to the Kahler potential (non-holomophic).



Strings and Particle Physics

✤Example of a particle physics scenario where a Planck/string 
scale completion is needed to address zeroth-order questions.

✤Besides perturbative corrections, there can be non-trivial 
classical effects on the Kahler potential, e.g., warping:

✤ In this talk, we focus on another arena where string theory may 
be useful: particle physics scenarios involving strong coupling.

[DeWolfe, Giddings]; [Giddings, Maharana]; [Burgess, Camara, de Alwis, Giddings, Maharana, 
Quevedo, Suruliz];[GS, Torroba, Underwood, Douglas]; [Douglas, Torroba]; [Frey, Torroba, 

Underwood, Douglas]; [Marchesano, McGuirk, GS]; [Chen, Nakayama, GS]; [Douglas] 



A standard paradigm for SUSY model 

building involves a “hidden sector” where

SUSY breaks, and then messenger fields

which transmit this breaking to the 

Standard Model:

I.  Introduction

SUSY Breaking and Mediation

✤ In DSB, the hidden sector is strongly coupled.

✤ In gravity mediation, the messengers are weakly coupled:

✤Not necessarily the case for gauge mediation [Dine, Fischler; 
Nappi, Ovrut; Alvarez-Gaume, Claudson, Wise...].

!X" = M + !2F m0 ! m1/2 ! m3/2 !
F

MP



Minimal Gauge Mediation

• Minimal model [Dine, Nelson, Nir, Shirman,...]

Hidden Messenger Visible

X

A,!
q, q̃
. . .Superpotential Visible Sector

Gauge

• Hidden sector spurion parameterizes SUSY breaking

• Visible sector soft terms via quantum effects
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Messengers are weakly coupled



Direct & Semi-Direct Gauge Mediation

• Semi-direct gauge mediation [Seiberg, Volansky, Wecht] is a compromise 
between the minimal and direct models.

• Messenger sector fields do not participate in dynamical breaking of SUSY but 
are charged under the hidden sector and visible sector groups.

Hidden Messenger Visible

• Direct gauge mediation [Dine, Fischler; Nappi, Ovrut; Alvarez-Gaume, 
Claudson, Wise...]: the messengers participate in SUSY breaking.



General Gauge Mediation

• One expects many models to involve strongly coupled messengers in the 
framework of general gauge mediation [Meade, Seiberg, Shih].

• Instead of computing the soft masses microscopically, parametrize:

• Soft masses can be extracted from current-current correlations:

• Though applicable to models with strongly coupled messengers, the 
connection to (microscopic) model parameters is less transparent.

L = Lvis + Lhid + 2gvis

!
d4!VJ

< J (p)J (!p) >



• If SUSY breaking is triggered by strong dynamics and the messengers are 
charged under hidden sector, perturbative techniques are not applicable.

• Example: In semi-direct scenario, visible sector soft terms receive large 
corrections at all orders of hidden sector loops.
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• Modern tools to study strong coupling physics: Seiberg duality, Holography, ..

Strongly Coupled Messengers



Holographic Gauge Mediation
McGuirk, GS, Sumitomo [and earlier work in a different parameter regime 

by Benini, Dymarsky, Franco, Kachru, Simic, Verlinde]

Results and similar techniques can be applied to other 

BSM scenarios with strong coupling dynamics.



A Gravity Dual of Gauge Mediation

• To holographically construct a gauge mediation scenario [Benini, Dymarsky, 
Franco, Kachru, Simic, Verlinde];[McGuirk, GS, Sumitomo].

Gauge Side Gravity Side

1

2

3

4

5

Choose a hidden sector Choose a gravity background

Prepare a (metastable) non-SUSY 
state

Add D3-branes

Introduce a flavor group with 
messenger “quarks”

Introduce D7-branes

Weakly gauge flavor group
Cutoff the geometry

Calculate soft terms using field 
theory

Calculate soft terms using string theory

• For large ‘t Hooft coupling and large rank, step 5 is a classical supergravity 
calculation on the gravity side!



A Gravity Dual of Gauge Mediation
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Hidden Sector

• The starting point is to look for gravity dual with a state that breaks SUSY at 
exponentially small energies.

• Consider the most explicitly known dual of a confining gauge theory, the 
warped deformed conifold:

• Dual to the gauge theory on N=KM D3-branes and M wrapped D5-branes 
placed at the conifold singularity.
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• The SUGRA solution was worked out by Klebanov-Strassler. The essential 
physics is that the the conifold is deformed:

• The isometry is broken from SO(4) x U(1) (singular conifold) to SO(4) x Z2 

(deformed conifold):

• In terms of the radial coordinate     :

• and a set of angular 1-forms: 

Hidden sector (Gravity Side)

!

i

z2
i = !2 , ! = exp(!"K/gsM)

Klebanov-Strassler;
Vafa

!

gi, i = 1, . . . , 5

r3 = !2 cosh "

zi ! ei!zi " zi ! #zi



Klebanov-Strassler Solution

ds210 = h!1/2!µ!dx
µdx! + h1/2ds̃26 ds̃26 = p (!) d!2 + b (!) g25 + q (!)
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This condition implies that the BPS condition equates the tension and charge of 3-
branes added to the geometry.

The conifold and its related geometries make use of the angular 1-forms

e1 = ! sin !1d"1, e2 = d!1, e3 = cos# sin !2d"2 ! sin #d!2,

e4 = sin # sin !2d"2 + cos#d!2, e5 = d# + cos !1d"1 + cos !2d"2. (A.10)

In terms of these it is also useful to define [46]

g1 =
e1 ! e3"

2
, g2 =

e2 ! e4"
2

, g3 =
e1 + e3"

2
, g4 =

e2 + e4"
2

, g5 = e5, (A.11)

which satisfy

d(g1 # g3 + g2 # g4) = g5 # (g1 # g2 ! g3 # g4),

d(g1 # g2 ! g3 # g4) = !g5 # (g1 # g3 + g2 # g4),

d(g1 # g2 + g3 # g4) = 0,

dg5 # g1 # g2 = dg5 # g3 # g4 = 0,

d(g5 # g1 # g2) = d(g5 # g3 # g4) = 0. (A.12)

B. Complex Coordinates

The angular coordinates and radial coordinate of the deformed conifold are related to
the complex coordinates zi by [47]

W =L1 · W0 · L†
2 $

!

z3 + iz4 z1 ! iz2

z1 + iz2 !z3 + iz4

"

, (B.1a)

Lj =

#

cos !j

2 ei("j+#j)/2 ! sin !j

2 e!i("j!#j)/2

sin !j

2 ei("j!#j)/2 cos !j

2 e!i("j+#j)/2

$

, W0 =

!

0 $e$/2

$e!$/2 0

"

, (B.1b)

and the zi satisfy
4

%

i=1

z2
i = $2. (B.2)

The angles #i always appear in the combination # = #1 + #2. For $ %= 0, the radial
coordinate % is defined by

R2 =
4

%

i=1

ziz̄i =
1

2
Tr

&

W · W †
'

= $2 cosh %. (B.3)
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• For our purpose, it is sufficient (for now) to note: 

• - The warp factor approaches a constant at the tip

• - The 3-form flux is ISD

• - Radially dependent D3-charge

• -                         isometry at large radius;                     as 

Hidden sector (Gravity Side)

h(!) = h0 + h1!
2 + . . .

G(3) = F(3) ! ie!!H(3) !̃6G(3) = iG(3)

dF(5) = H(3) ! F(3)

!
F(5) = gsM

2!3 + · · ·

SO (4)! Z2M Z2M ! Z2 ! ! 0

! ! ! +
2"k

M
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M . large τ (Klebanov-Tseytlin) region



• The dual gauge theory has N=1 SUSY and UV gauge group & matter content:

• Exhibits a cascade of Seiberg dualities:

• Confinement and chiral symmetry breaking are related to the near tip behavior 
of the conifold, e.g., the confinement scale:

Hidden sector (Gauge Theory Side)

Scenarios closely related to the one we describe in the present work were previously
considered, at a phenomenological level, in [13]. The goal of this work is in part to

place these models in a more complete microscopic setting, and in part to pave the
way for future work involving additional dynamics, which changes both the conceptual
picture and the phenomenology in important ways [14]. This further work is motivated

by the intriguing ideas about supersymmetric composite models in [15]. Such models
are intrinsically strongly coupled, and gauge/gravity duality would o!er one of very few

techniques to gain a quantitative handle on the strong dynamics. Their gravity duals
have been explored, at a phenomenological level, in [16]. One can clearly interpolate
between our present model and such composite models by moving in some (or all) of

the chiral matter from r = rUV to interior positions in the throat. The present work
thus provides the first step in putting such dual descriptions of composite models on a

firm foundation.

2. The Model

In this section we describe in some more detail the model we focus on in the rest of

the paper. As explained, we take the conifold theory as our large N hidden sector.
This theory has an SU(N) ! SU(N + M) gauge group, which results from taking N

D3-branes and M wrapped D5-branes (fractional branes) at the tip of the conifold.
Its quiver diagram is shown in Figure 1. The model has an SU(2) ! SU(2) global

symmetry, with the invariant superpotential given by

W = !ij!kl Tr AiBkAjBl . (2.1)

where the i, j are SU(2) indexes.

NN+M

A1,2

B1,2

Figure 1: Quiver diagram for the conifold.

The fractional branes break conformal invariance and the theory undergoes a cas-
cade of Seiberg dualities, which gradually reduces the e!ective number of D3-branes

6

SU(N)! SU(N + M)

W = !1"
ij"kltr (AiBjAkBl)

SU(N)! SU(N + M)" SU(N #M)! SU(N)
" SU(N # 2M)! SU(N #M)" · · ·" SU(M)

!! = !2/3



A Gravity Dual of Gauge Mediation

Gauge Side Gravity Side

1

2

3

4

5

Choose a hidden sector Choose a gravity background

Prepare a (metastable) non-SUSY 
state

Add D3-branes

Introduce a flavor group with 
messenger “quarks”

Introduce D7-branes

Weakly gauge flavor group
Cutoff the geometry

Calculate soft terms using field 
theory

Calculate soft terms using string theory



SUSY Breaking State

✤ If instead N=KM - P where P << M, then the final geometry:

✤ It is suggestive that the same theory admits a SUSY state:

 where 

= K-1H

B
3

NS5

NS5

M-p D3

S
3

= KH

B
3

( i i )

p D3

Tunneling

   ( i )

Fig 4:Schematic depiction of the brane/flux annihilation process for (i) subcritical and (ii)
supercritical values for p/M .

when we embed our model in a true string compactification with a finite volume as con-
structed in [5]. In this case, the holographically dual gauge theory will be coupled to 4-d
gravity. Looking at the form of the potentials in figure 4, it is then natural to ask what
type of cosmological evolutions are possible in this set-up.

Besides the ! field, the string compactification will generally give rise to many other
light moduli fields. In the basic model of [5], all can be made massive except for the Kähler
modulus u(x) controlling the overall volume of the 6d internal space Y . If we ignore the
backreaction due to the branes and fluxes, it is defined by

ds2 = gµ!dxµdx! + e2ugij̄dzidz̄j̄ , (72)

where ds2 is the 10d string frame metric and gij̄ the Ricci-flat metric on Y . Following the
steps outlined in [5], one obtains for the 4d low energy e!ective action

S =
1

2"2
4

!

d4x (!g̃4)
1/2

"

R̃4 ! 6 (#µu )2 ! a2
0 e!6uV2(!)(#µ! )2 + a4

0 e!12u Vtot(!)

#

, (73)
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Brane-Flux Annihilation

• If there were D3-branes present, the D3-D3 pairs would annihilate into closed 
strings via tachyon condensation.

• At the bottom (          ) of KS, there are no D3-branes, so an D3-brane at the 
bottom appears to be perturbatively stable.

• Although perturbatively stable, the KS+D3s system can tunnel (provided 
p<<M) into a SUSY state via bubble nucleation. [Kachru, Pearson, Verlinde]

! = 0

Naturally, to keep the asymptotic charges 

the same, something else must change as 

well: in this case, the flux which threads 

the “dual” cycle.  So the full relationship 

between these vacua is described by the 

schematic picture:

.

S
3 NS5

NS5
M!p D3

= K!1H

B
3= KH

B
3

p D3

Figure 2: The giant inflaton starts as a bound state of p anti-D3’s, and expands due to
the 3-form flux. Near the slow roll region of the potential, its expansion slows down due
to a balance between the 5-brane tension and the dielectric force. Eventually, the 5-brane
decays to a supersymmetric state with M!p D3-branes.

ignored. Taking this backreaction into account is the goal of §4.

3. Interbrane Attraction from Flux Polarization

In this section, we will compute the leading order polarization of the background ISD
three-form flux on the S3 by a stack of D3-branes, and demonstrate how this induces an
attractive force on other anti-branes. We find it useful to define the following combinations
of supergravity fields:

!± " e4A ± ! , G± " iG ± #6G . (21)

The supergravity equations of motion then become (we assume " = i/gs for simplicity)

$̃2!± =
g2

se
2A

24
|G±|2 + e!6A|$!±|2 + 4gs#

2
10µ3

e2A

%
g6

!

i±

$6(y ! yi±) , (22)

d(!+G!) = d(!!G+) , (23)

where #2
10 is the 10D gravitational constant and i+ and i! label D3- and D3-branes,

respectively. The branes couple to the bulk fields as

S3± = !T3

gs

"
d4x

%
g4 !" . (24)

11

Then, since D3 charge receives a 

contribution from              ,  all is well.F3 !H3



Back-reacted Solution

• For holographic applications, we need the backreacted D3 solution.

• For            , the back-reaction can be treated as a perturbation. 

• If the SUGRA fields sourced by the D3-brane are normalizable modes, the 
field theory dual of KS+D3s is a metastable SUSY-breaking state.

• If the SUGRA fields are not normalizable, then the field theory dual is a 
different field theory.

p ! M

!O" #

a b

!L ! Oa b

!O (r) ! er(!!4)/R + e!r!/R- -



Back-reacted Solution

• Solution in the entire conifold is difficult to obtain, but solution in the UV 
[DeWolfe, Kachru, Mulligan] (henceforth DKM) & IR regions [McGuirk, GS, 
Sumitomo] (henceforth MSS1) have been found.

• In the UV region, it was found that the perturbations fall off faster than the 
unperturbed fields, e.g.,                           etc. 

• We solved for the solution in the IR for reasons which will become obvious 
later (holographic gauge mediation).

• Our IR analysis showed a non-vanishing H3 is forced upon us by the eoms, 
consistent with the KPV instanton picture.

!h/hKT ! r!4



FAQ

• Recent work by [Bena, Grana, Halmagyi] argued that there is no linearized 
SUGRA solution when one places an D3 in the KS throat!

• The IR boundary conditions they imposed are too restrictive.

• Among the perturbations, only one mode X1 can give a force on a D3 in UV:

• This IR mode gives a non-vanishing H3 in the IR:

but does not lead to divergent energy as claimed.

Dymarsky, Kachru, Klebanov, Sumitomo, Verlinde, ... (private communication)

!̃4 =
Y UV

4

3(4" ! 1)
e4!/3 +

21/316XUV
3 (2" + 1)

(4" ! 1)
e2!/3

+
!4Y UV

7 + (3 + 4")Y UV
8

2P (4" ! 1)
! 1

P
Y UV

5 ! 2Y UV
1

5
+

32Y 4UV (12 ! 85" + 25" 2)

1125(1 ! 4")2
e!2!/3

+
21/3

4" ! 1

!

! 18P (11 + 8")XUV
5 + 72(1 + 8")XUV

2 + 2(!5 + 8")XUV
4 ! 72XUV

8

+9P (95! 56" + 80" 2)XUV
7 ! 64X3(!3279 + 17012" ! 20785" 2 + 14900" 3)

375(4" ! 1)

"

e!4!/3 + O(e!2! )

To understand the holographic physics of the !̃i modes it is useful to tabulate the leading UV
behavior coming from each mode. For each local operator Oi of quantum dimension ! in the
field theory, the well known holographic dictionary [28, 29] relates two modes in dual AdS space,
one normalizable and one non-normalizable. These two gravity modes are dual respectively to the
vacuum expectation value (VEV) "0|Oi|0# and the deformation of the action #S $

#

ddxOi:

normalizable modes $ r!! % field theory VEV"s

non ! normalizable modes $ r!!4 % field theory deformations of the action,

and we recall that we have in the UV r = e!/3. For backgrounds like Klebanov-Strassler which
are asymptotically AdS only up to certain logarithm terms, it is expected that this dictionary still
holds. In Table 1 we have summarized which integration constants correspond to normalizable
and non-normalizable modes. It is very interesting to note that in all cases a normalizable/non-
normalizable pair consists of one BPS mode and one non-BPS mode.

Table 1: The UV behavior of all sixteen modes
in the SU(2) & SU(2) & Z2 symmetric

deformation of the Klebanov-Strassler solution.

dim ! non-norm/norm int. constant
8 r4/r!8 Y4/X1

7 r3/r!7 Y5/X6

6 r2/r!6 X3/Y3

5 r/r!5 !!!
4 r0/r!4 Y7, Y8, Y1/X5, X4, X8

3 r!1/r!3 X2, X7/Y6, Y2

2 r!2/r!2 !!!

It perhaps bears repeating here that the Xi are integration constants for the $i modes and
break supersymmetry, while the Yi are integration constants for the modes !i. One key result from
this table which cannot be gleaned from the field expansions we have provided, is that the mode
$1, whose integration constant is X1 and which is the only mode responsible for the force on a
probe D3-brane, is the most convergent mode in the UV.

22

the three-cycle is fixed, the near-tip solution will be exactly that for anti-BPS 3-branes in anti-
Klebanov-Strassler. Hence, we expect that in the IR

!̃4 ! N/" (87)

and
!̃5 = !̃6 ! "N + O(") , (88)

while all the other fields remain regular 10.
Hence the solution we are searching for has anti-BPS boundary conditions in the IR and BPS

boundary conditions in the UV. Specifically, in the UV we are looking for a deformation of the KS
solution that contains no non-normalizable modes apart from the mode corresponding to adding
D3 brane charge (proportional to Y7). Furthermore we demand the UV-deformed solution to exert
a non-zero force on a probe D3 brane. Moreover, the infrared boundary conditions discussed in
the previous paragraph should impose constraints both on the Xi and on the Yi, which we discuss
in the next section.

6 Constructing the Anti-D3 Brane Solution

As advertized in Section 1.1, we have two strategies to look for the “anti-D3 brane in KS” solution.
The first is to impose UV boundary conditions, perturb the KS solution, and try to match the
expected boundary conditions in the infrared. The second is to impose the IR boundary conditions
(which make the near-tip solution to be that of anti-BPS 3-branes in anti-Klebanov-Strassler), and
to try to obtain the UV KS boundary conditions as a non-normalizable perturbation of the anti-KS
solution.

6.1 UV # IR, X1 is non zero

Crucial to this section is the brane probe calculation of Section 3. Since this force depends only
on XUV

1 , and since XIR
1 is proportional to XUV

1 (see Eq. (70)), demanding a non-zero force in the
UV will imply

XUV
1 $= 0 % XIR

1 $= 0 . (89)

This is the only UV condition that we will impose. Of course one can impose more conditions by
requiring no divergencies, but this is not necessary for our argument. It now behooves us to examine
whether a nonzero value for XIR

1 is compatible with the anti-D3 brane boundary conditions in the
IR, which involves a careful examination of the modes presented in Section 4. Here we use the
zero-energy condition (64) to eliminate X2.

10Of course in the KPV construction it was shown that the un-smeared anti-D3 branes in the infrared polarize into
NS5 branes, and hence if one considers the solution near the un-smeared and unpolarized anti-D3 branes, the fields
that cause this polarization are expected to give rise to naked singularities, much like they do in the unpolarized
Polchinski-Strassler solution [30, 31]. Nevertheless, since the anti-D3’s polarize into NS5 branes wrapping two-
spheres inside S3, if one smears these anti-D3 branes on this S3 the net NS5 dipole moment of the resulting
configuration will be zero; the branes will not polarize anymore, and hence the fields that caused the polarization
of the un-smeared branes will be regular in the smeared solution. One could also argue directly that in general
smearing along the polarization direction reduces the divergence of the fields that cause branes to polarize and kills
brane polarization.
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Though relations between 
IR/UV perturbations are
 in general not known:

H3 =
gsM!!

2

!
d"(f !(")g1 ! g2 + k!(")g3 ! g4) +

1
2
(k(")" f("))g5 ! (g1 ! g3 + g2 ! g4)

"



Adding D3-branes

• An ingredient often invoked in obtaining de Sitter vacua [KKLT].

• Useful for building gravity duals of metastable SUSY breaking state.

• Construct all linear perturbations (since p<<M) to the KS solution in the near 
tip region, consistent with its isometries [MSS1].

• KS has a finite     , so to preserve the isometry, we smear the D3s over the

• In addition to the backreaction of D3-branes, we found a large class of 
solutions, some reproduce previously found SUGRA results [Borokhov, 
Guber; Kuperstein, Sonnenscheian; ...].

S3 S3

1

gsM
! ! < 1



Supergravity Ansatz

• The unperturbed KS solution is

ds210 = h!1/2!µ!dx
µdx! + h1/2ds26

ds26 = p (!) d!2 + u (!) g25 + q (!)
!
g23 + g24

"
+ s (!)

!
g21 + g22

"

H(3) =
gsM!!

2

!
d" ! (f ! (") g1 ! g2 + k! (") g3 ! g4) +

1

2
(k (")" f (")) g5 ! (g1 ! g3 + g2 ! g4)

"

F(3) =
M!!

2
[(1! F (")) g5 " g3 " g4 + F (") g5 " g1 " g2+

F ! (") d" " (g1 " g3 + g2 " g4)]

• To preserve the KS isometry, take same ansatz but with perturbed functions

u (!) ! uKS (!) + "u (!) etc



Sketch of the Solution

• To capture the localized tension of the D3s:

• Solution to the IIB eoms:

!2h " pTD3

!6(y)
V6

!q

qKS
! !u

uKS
! !s

sKS
! "8/3!h

(gsM)2
! S

#

!! ! S"

• The boundary conditions impose that: S ! PTD3

(gsM!!)2

• Less schematic solutions given in MSS1 [0910.4581].

!h ! S
"

+O(")⇒

similar expression for !f, !k, !F



Feature of the Solution

• The 6D space is no longer conformally Calabi-Yau (the angular geometry is 
squashed): 

• The 3-form flux is non-ISD, and has all SUSY components: (1,2), (0,3), (3,0).

• The dilaton has a non-trivial profile, but vanishes in the IR: 

• Similar behavior at large radius [DKM], though with simpler squashing and 
only (2,1) and (1,2) fluxes are sourced.

!u, !q, !s != 0

!! ! S"



A Gravity Dual of Gauge Mediation

Gauge Side Gravity Side

1

2

3

4

5

Choose a hidden sector Choose a gravity background

Prepare a (metastable) non-SUSY 
state

Add D3-branes

Introduce a flavor group with 
messenger “quarks”

Introduce D7-branes

Weakly gauge flavor group
Cutoff the geometry

Calculate soft terms using field 
theory

Calculate soft terms using string theory



Visible Sector

D3 D7s

! µ

Figure 3: The SM gauge fields live in the worldvolume of D7-branes.

coordinates zi in which the defining equation of the deformed conifold geometry is

4
!

i=1

z2
i = !2, (2.2)

then we embed a stack of K D7-branes on the divisor defined by the equation

z4 = µ . (2.3)

The extended quiver which captures the field content of the gauge theory dual to K
such D7-branes in the warped deformed conifold geometry is shown in Figure 4. In the

non-compact throat, the SU(K) gauge group on the D7’s is a global (flavor) symmetry
group, and the additional matter fields are flavors in the SU(N + M) ! SU(N) gauge
theory. When the throat is glued into a compact Calabi-Yau manifold, the SU(K)

becomes weakly gauged.

N KN+M

A1,2

B1,2 "

"̃

" SU(5)

Figure 4: Quiver diagram for the conifold flavored by Kuperstein D7-branes.

The superpotential of the flavored theory becomes6

6This expression can be obtained from the N = 2 parent theory, where the superpotential is fixed,
upon mass deformation for the adjoint scalars. Strictly speaking, (2.4) is correct for U(N) groups
while for SU(N) there are 1/N suppressed double trace terms.

8

• SU(K) flavor group can be added by introducing K D7-branes.

• The flavor group can be weakly gauged by cutting off the warped space (or 
more accurately, by gluing to the rest of the Calabi-Yau).

• The visible sector is a subgroup of SU(K).
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• A simple supersymmetric choice is [Kuperstein]:

• Other embeddings (e.g., [Ouyang; Karch, Katz; ...]) require a non-vanishing 
worldvolume flux to minimize the brane tension [Chen, Ouyang, GS]. 

• The masses of the messenger quarks are set by μ.

• Backreaction of D7s can be neglected in the probe approximation: K << M. 

z4 = µ

Visible Sector and Messengers



!("1, "2)

F (2,0) = F (0,2) = 0

Other embeddings

The components of the Kähler two-forms J are given by:

!̂5 = !5(z4=µ) = J !
11̄ dz1 ! dz̄1 + J !

12̄ dz1 ! dz̄2 + J !
21̄ dz2 ! dz̄1 + J !

22̄ dz2 ! dz̄2 , (4.4)

!̂4 = !4(z4=µ) = J !!
11̄ dz1 ! dz̄1 + J !!

12̄ dz1 ! dz̄2 + J !!
21̄ dz2 ! dz̄1 + J !!

22̄ dz2 ! dz̄2 . (4.5)

Here the various functions are given by:

J !
11̄ = 1 +

|z1|2

|z3|2
, J !

22̄ = 1 +
|z2|2

|z3|2
, J !

12̄ =
z1z̄2

|z3|2
, J !

21̄ =
z̄1z2

|z3|2
. (4.6)

J !!
11̄ = "(z1z̄3 " z3z̄1)2

|z3|2
, J !!

22̄ = "(z2z̄3 " z3z̄2)2

|z3|2
, J !!

12̄ = J !!
21̄ = "(z1z̄3 " z3z̄1)(z2z̄3 " z3z̄2)

|z3|2
.

(4.7)
By either tedious or computer assisted algebra, one now obtains

!̂5 ! !̂1 = 0 , (4.8)

!̂4 ! !̂1 = 0 . (4.9)

From equations (4.8) and (4.9), we can confirm that the SUSY condition (3.3) is satisfied
by the holomorphic embedding (4.1), as noticed in [27]. Moreover as F̂ = B̂2, the Bianchi
identity (3.4) is also trivially satisfied.

4.2 w-Embedding

Let us now consider the holomorphic embedding given in [28]:

w1 =
z1 + iz2#

2
= µ , µ $ C . (4.10)

This embedding breaks the SO(4) %= SU(2)& SU(2) rotational symmetry of the deformed
conifold to the U(1) subgroup which rotates w3 and w4 by opposite phases. By combining
(4.10) with the defining equation of the deformed conifold, we can also deduce that

w2 =
z1 " iz2#

2
=

"2 " (z2
3 + z2

4)
2µ

, (4.11)

which leaves us only {z3 , z4} or {w3 , w4} and their complex conjugates as the independent
variables parameterizing the four cycle wrapped by the D7 brane. In this case we shall first
demonstrate that supersymmetry is broken and then using numerical methods construct
the additional world volume flux which restores it.

To check the supersymmetry condition (3.5), the pull-back of the NS-NS two form field
B̂2 = b(#)!̂1 can be obtained by calculating

!̂1 = !1(w1=µ) = B33̄ dz3 ! dz̄3 + B34̄ dz3 ! dz̄4 + B43̄ dz4 ! dz̄3 + B44̄ dz4 ! dz̄4 , (4.12)
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When pulled back to the locus w1 = µ, the !ij in (2.6) may be written as

!11 = !2iµ2 dw4 " dw̄4

(|w4|2 + µ2)2
(4.26)

!22 = !2iµ2 dw3 " dw̄3

(|w3|2 + µ2)2
(4.27)

!12 + !21 = !2iµ2 w3w̄4dw4 " dw̄3 + w4w̄3dw3 " dw̄4

|w3||w4|(|w3|2 + µ2)(|w4|2 + µ2)
(4.28)

To check primitivity, we need the Kahler form (up to a factor) pulled back to the D7 brane
worldvolume :

Ĵ # Q1!11 + Q2!22 + cot
!1

2
cot

!2

2
(!12 + !21) (4.29)

where

Qi =
3
2

+ cot2
!i

2
. (4.30)

There are two simple anti-self-dual (1,1) forms which are relevant to us:

X1 = !11 +
1
2

tan
!1

2
tan

!2

2
Q2 (!21 + !12) (4.31)

X2 = !22 +
1
2

tan
!1

2
tan

!2

2
Q1 (!21 + !12) (4.32)

There is also a third anti-self-dual (1,1) form, but it plays no role in the later calculations:

X3 = d!1 " d!2 ! sin !1 sin !2d"1 " d"2. (4.33)

It is not hard to see that any component of X3 in F̂ will either induce a violation of the
Bianchi identity or will be singular.

We can take the following linear combinations of X1 and X2 which have nice properties:

P = Q1X1 !Q2X2 = Q1!11 !Q2!22 , (4.34)

Q = X1 !X2 . (4.35)

The form P is closed, dP = 0, while Q has a particularly simple exterior derivative:

dQ =
d!1

sin !1
" !22 !

d!2

sin !2
" !11 . (4.36)

We will use P and Q as basis two-forms for the worldvolume flux, and search for an
anti-self-dual form F̂ = #(!1, !2)P + $(!1, !2)Q which satisfies the Bianchi identity. It is
enlightening to write the forms P,Q explicitly in complex coordinates:

P

2iµ2
=

!
3
2

+
|w3|2

µ2

"
dw3 " dw̄3

(|w3|2 + µ2)2
!

!
3
2

+
|w4|2

µ2

"
dw4 " dw̄4

(|w4|2 + µ2)2
(4.37)

Q

2iµ2
=

dw3 " dw̄3

(|w3|2 + µ2)2
! dw4 " dw̄4

(|w4|2 + µ2)2

+
!

µ2

|w3|2
! µ2

|w4|2

"
w3w̄4dw4 " dw̄3 + w4w̄3dw3 " dw̄4

(|w3|2 + µ2)(|w4|2 + µ2)
(4.38)
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By counting powers of w3,4, we see that in the limit w3, w4 !", Q is non-singular while P

is potentially log-singular. On the other hand, when w3 or w4 vanishes, P is non-singular
while Q can be log-singular.

If one prefers to parameterize the D7-brane worldvolume by the angular coordinates
(!1, "1, !2, "2), the basis forms may be written as

P =
!

3
2

+ cot2
!1

2

"
d!1 # sin !1d"1 $

!
3
2

+ cot2
!2

2

"
d!2 # sin !2d"2 (4.39)

Q =
1
2

!
tan

!1

2
cot

!2

2
$ cot

!1

2
tan

!2

2

"
(d!2 # sin !1d"1 + d!1 # sin !2d"2)

+d!1 # sin !1d"1 $ d!2 # sin !2d"2. (4.40)

Let us now turn to the Bianchi identity which F̂ must satisfy. The B-field in the
Klebanov-Tseytlin geometry is B2 = 3gsM!!

2 log r
r0

#2, so that pulling back H3 = dB2 to the
D7-brane worldvolume we have

dF̂ = Ĥ3 = $gsM$!

2

!
cot

!1

2
d!1 + cot

!2

2
d!2

"
# #2 (4.41)

Plugging in the ansatz F̂ = $(!1, !2)P +%(!1, !2)Q, we obtain a first-order system of partial
di!erential equations for $(!1, !2) and %(!1, !2):

&"1$ = $ S

Q2
&"2% $

1
Q2

&"1% +
1

Q2 sin !1
% +

k

Q2
cot

!1

2
,

&"2$ =
S

Q1
&"1% $

1
Q1

&"2% +
1

Q1 sin !2
% +

k

Q1
cot

!2

2
. (4.42)

where we have

S =
cos !2 $ cos !1

sin !1 sin !2
, k = $gsM$!

4
. (4.43)

This system of di!erential equations is challenging to solve but we will show that
numerical methods combined with some analytic tricks will allow us to find a solution.
The system with two functions can be converted to a second order partial di!erential
equation for the function %(!1, !2) by di!erentiating and eliminating &"1&"2$. Explicitly,
the second order equation of interest takes the form

#
&"1

S

Q1
&"1 + &"2

S

Q2
&"2 $ &"1

1
Q1

&"2 + &"2

1
Q2

&"1 +
1

Q1 sin !2
&"1 $

1
Q2 sin !1

&"2

+
1

sin !2
&"1

!
1

Q1

"
$ 1

sin !1
&"2

!
1

Q2

" $
%(!1, !2)

= $k

!
cot

!2

2
&"1

!
1

Q1

"
$ cot

!1

2
&"2

!
1

Q2

""
. (4.44)

Our main task in the following subsections will be to solve this complicated equation.
Once we have solved for %(!1, !2), we can then find the second function $(!1, !2) by

the following procedure. From the system (4.42), we construct the quantity (&2
"1

+ &2
"2

)$.
This procedure results in a standard Poisson-type equation for $(!1, !2) with a complicated
source term which depends on the function %(!1, !2).
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Figure 2: The ! component of the flux, computed numerically in terms of the angles "i. We have
set k = 1.

expressions for the large radius asymptotics. The leading asymptotics are consistent with
the proposal of Benini [35]; we have extended his result by demonstrating that the flux can
be continued over the entire D7-brane worldvolume.

The small radius asymptotics ("1 ! # and "2 ! # simultaneously) are that $ = 0 and
! is a constant.

When one angle (say "2) is taken to be small, the leading behavior of $ is

$ = 2k cot2
"1

2
(4.83)

which is consistent with the earlier proposal of [35] (see Appendix D), and ! has the leading
behavior

! = !0 " 2k log
!!!!log

"2

2

!!!! . (4.84)

Here the log log behavior gives a deviation from the result of [35].
When both angles are small, the asymptotic analysis is somewhat di!erent. In terms

of the coordinates defined by (4.54) and (4.55), the leading asymptotic is given by

$ = keu

"
1
u

v

sinh v

#
" 2k (4.85)

where we have included the "2k at the first subleading order in e!u, and the leading
asymptotic for ! is

! = !0 " 2k log u. (4.86)
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the associated harmonic forms are

!2 =
1
2

(!11 ! !22) (2.4)

!3 = " " !2 (2.5)

where " = d# + cos $1d%1 + cos $2d%2 and

!ij = d$i " sin $jd%j . (2.6)

This space is singular at the tip of the cone where all the zi are zero (and so we will
sometimes refer to this space as the “singular conifold.”)

It is also possible to define the conifold in terms of another set of complex coordinates,
by the equation

w1w2 ! w3w4 = 0 (2.7)

which is related to the original defining equation by an obvious change of variables. It
turns out that this alternative description will also be useful to us. One nice property is
that the wi coordinates admit a relatively simple description in terms of the angles on T 1,1:

w1 = r3/2ei/2(!!"1!"2) sin
$1

2
sin

$2

2
, (2.8)

w2 = r3/2ei/2(!+"1+"2) cos
$1

2
cos

$2

2
, (2.9)

w3 = r3/2ei/2(!!"1+"2) sin
$1

2
cos

$2

2
, (2.10)

w4 = r3/2ei/2(!+"1!"2) cos
$1

2
sin

$2

2
. (2.11)

One of the important properties of the conifold is that its singularity can be smoothed
by adjusting moduli. At the tip of the cone, one may perform either a small resolution,
blowing up an S2, or a deformation, by changing the defining equation of the conifold to

z2
1 + z2

2 + z2
3 + z2

4 = &2. (2.12)

We can make a phase rotation of the zi so that & is real, and we will always assume this
in the rest of the paper. It is evident from taking a real slice of this defining equation
that deformation results in the appearance of a finite-sized S3 at the tip of the cone. The
deformed conifold preserves the SO(4) isometry of the singular conifold, but the scale
invariance is broken by & and the U(1)R symmetry is broken to a Z2 subgroup.

This deformed geometry has special relevance in flux compactifications because of its
topology. The existence of a three-cycle allows us to turn on RR 3-form flux on this cycle,
and there are supersymmetric supergravity solutions if we also include NS-NS flux on the
(noncompact) dual cycle.

We now proceed to review flux compactification of the type considered in [8], where
a warped deformed conifold throat naturally develops near the local conifold singularities.
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!("1, "2) =
!

1! cos2
"1

2
cos2

"2

2

"
#("1, "2)

• Consider the Ouyang embedding: 

• Two anti-self dual (1,1) forms:

• Define linear combinations:

• Consider                                        where

Here ()! denotes the di!erentiation with respect to r3, and the usual radial coordinate r is
related to the coordinate ! by

r3 =
4!

i=1

|zi|2 = |"|2 cosh ! . (2.34)

The following definitions, taken from [30], prove to be notationally convenient:

#1 = "ijklziz̄jdzk ! dz̄l , #4 =
4!

i=1

z̄idzi !
4!

j=1

zjdz̄j , #5 =
4!

i=1

dzi ! dz̄i , (2.35)

and we will make use of these forms in the calculations to follow. In the large ! limit, b(!) "
!""4 exp(#2!) " r"6 log(r) and one finds that the potential B2 varies logarithmically with
r, as in [31].

3. Supersymmetry Conditions

Given the rich physics that has arisen from the study of D7-branes in warped flux
compactifications, it is interesting to find as many di!erent stable configurations of D7-
branes in these backgrounds as is possible. Because supersymmetry guarantees stability,
and is typically a simpler property to check than non-supersymmetric stability, we will
focus on a search for supersymmetric D7-branes in warped throats with flux. We begin
by reviewing the supersymmetric embedding conditions given in [32, 33] for D7 branes
wrapping a four-cycle in a generic Calabi-Yau three-fold, and then in the next section we
will apply these conditions to specific examples of embeddings in the warped deformed
conifold.

Consider a CY three-fold M6 with Kähler two-form J , a background NS-NS 2-form
potential B2, and some number of coincident D7-branes which fill out the four transverse
Minkowski space-time dimensions and extend in four directions on the compact manifold.
There is a vector field A supported on the D7-brane worldvolume, and its curvature F2 = dA

combines with the background B2 to form a gauge invariant combination F̂ .

F̂ = B̂2 + 2$%!F2 , (3.1)

where we use ˆ to denote the pull-back of bulk quantities on to the D7-brane worldvolume.
In [32, 33], it was found that the &-symmetry condition for D7 branes wrapping a

four-cycle "4 in M6 are as follows:

1. The four cycle "4 must be holomorphic. In other words, the D7-brane locus may be
written as a holomorphic equation in the complex structure of the CY.

2. The generalized F̂ field strength is a two-form of pure (1, 1) type, or

F̂2,0 = F̂0,2 = 0 . (3.2)
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Figure 1: The ! component of the flux, as found by a numerical calculation. We have set k = 1.

Near the origin, this e!ect becomes more pronounced; we believe it reflects the behavior
of the subleading asymptotics in the "i coordinates and does not represent a physical
singularity. The most important thing to take from this diagram is that the solution exists
and it appears to be free of spurious behavior.

For the second function # we have implemented the procedure of constructing a Poisson
equation with a $-dependent source term. The boundary conditions on # are of generalized
Neumann type – the normal derivatives of # must be compatible with the first order system
of equations (4.42). Strictly speaking, these boundary conditions leave our problem slightly
ill-posed, but the ambiguity simply corresponds to shifting # by a constant, which was
expected because the basis form P was closed. Figure (2) shows our result for #. The
mildly singular behavior at the origin appears to be compatible with the log u dependence
expected from (4.68), and near the corner ("1 = %, "2 = %) it appears that # flattens out
and approaches a constant.

4.3.6 Summary of Results

Because the calculation of the supersymmetry-restoring flux was quite complicated, let us
pause to summarize the result. The self-dual (1,1) flux can be written as a linear combi-
nation of two basis two-forms P and Q which are defined in (4.35). We have constructed
a full solution numerically which appears to be smooth everywhere in the interior of the
brane worldvolume, and which is presented graphically in Figures (1) and (2).

The fact that our solution for the D7-brane flux is numerical is somewhat unfortunate,
as it makes the flux awkward to use in calculations. However, the numerical solution
does have relatively simple behavior at large and small radius, and we have given analytic
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Figure 3: The SM gauge fields live in the worldvolume of D7-branes.

coordinates zi in which the defining equation of the deformed conifold geometry is

4
!

i=1

z2
i = !2, (2.2)

then we embed a stack of K D7-branes on the divisor defined by the equation

z4 = µ . (2.3)

The extended quiver which captures the field content of the gauge theory dual to K
such D7-branes in the warped deformed conifold geometry is shown in Figure 4. In the

non-compact throat, the SU(K) gauge group on the D7’s is a global (flavor) symmetry
group, and the additional matter fields are flavors in the SU(N + M) ! SU(N) gauge
theory. When the throat is glued into a compact Calabi-Yau manifold, the SU(K)

becomes weakly gauged.

N KN+M

A1,2

B1,2 "

"̃

" SU(5)

Figure 4: Quiver diagram for the conifold flavored by Kuperstein D7-branes.

The superpotential of the flavored theory becomes6

6This expression can be obtained from the N = 2 parent theory, where the superpotential is fixed,
upon mass deformation for the adjoint scalars. Strictly speaking, (2.4) is correct for U(N) groups
while for SU(N) there are 1/N suppressed double trace terms.
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B1,2

!

!̃

Figure 2: Quiver for the high energy theory. The standard model gauge group is a subgroup of the
global SU (K).

"

!!

!

"

Figure 3: A very small sample of the infinite number of loops that might contribute to the visible
sector gaugino mass. The gaugino couples to the messenger quarks !! and squarks ! which also
couple to the large ’t Hooft coupling hidden sector gluons and gluinos. Since the hidden sector has
large ’t Hooft coupling, there are leading order contributions from planar diagrams with arbitrary
numbers of loops. The calculation can be done holographically and, to leading order in the SUSY-
breaking parameter, the loops cancel for m! ! "". However, for m! " "", the cancellation no longer
occurs.

messenger quarks are charged under the large ’t Hooft hidden sector, there are potential

contributions to the visible sector gaugino mass from all planar diagrams (Fig. 3).

Since the analysis of [25] was performed at large radius on the gravity side, the dual

field theory is in a regime where the messengers are much heavier than the confining scale

of the strongly coupled hidden sector, m! ! "", and for many parts of that analysis, it is

appropriate to neglect #. In the absence of the deformation of the conifold singularity, the

R-symmetry preserved by the geometry is Z2M [36, 37]. This large amount of R-symmetry

suppresses contributions to the gaugino mass from scales above the messenger mass5. A

non-vanishing messenger mass µ, which has unit R-charge, breaks R-symmetry altogether.

However, the R-symmetry breaking e#ect seems to be small and indeed in [25] the messenger

5The gaugino mass m1/2 carries two units of R-charge, implying that any R-symmetry larger than Z2

forbids a non-vanishing m1/2.
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•     and     act as messengers of SUSY breaking:

✓charged under both visible and hidden sector groups
✓do not participate in creating of SUSY-breaking state

• This setup is a gravity dual of semi-direct gauge mediation.

Messengers



Chiral Matter resides at the intersection of D7-branes, and gauge 
field strengths on the worldvolumes are also needed.

And in fact, to get the right charged matter 

(in this case, say, 5s of SU(5)), we add 

“flavor branes” which intersect the SM D7 

on curves:

Comments:

Gaugino mediation ! Gauge mediation w/ many mes-
sengers. Landau pole problem is also present in our
model: the D7 can not extend far inside the KS throat.

So far, we imagined that the Higgs and charged MSSM
fields reside inside the CY. However, we can also place
the light generations in the IR. In 4-d, they become
composite, and feel the SUSY breaking more strongly.

D3

D7

CY

15

To get charged matter with quantum numbers of the
light quarks, we place another set of D7s in the coni-
fold, that intersect with the K D7s. The intersection
extends radially, but there exists an open string zero
mode that is localized in the IR. Its fermionic compo-
nent is massless, the scalar acquires a non-zero mass.

D3

D7s

D7

D7

2D  INTERSECTION

16

We’ll argue that the compositeness or 

elementarity of a given matter multiplet, 

depends on the minimal radial location of 

the intersection.  (Note that one must turn 

on gauge field strengths to get chiral 

matter).

Degree of compositeness depends on location of intersection.

Standard Model Matter
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Model Building Features

Some new features vs 5D model building [See e.g. Gherghetta’s review]

1.Gauge fields and gauginos do not live in the entire bulk

SUSY gaugino mass is more tunable, given a fixed IR scale

We will consider two cases: (i)                      and (ii)
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Figure 3: The SM gauge fields live in the worldvolume of D7-branes.
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non-compact throat, the SU(K) gauge group on the D7’s is a global (flavor) symmetry
group, and the additional matter fields are flavors in the SU(N + M) ! SU(N) gauge
theory. When the throat is glued into a compact Calabi-Yau manifold, the SU(K)
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The superpotential of the flavored theory becomes6

6This expression can be obtained from the N = 2 parent theory, where the superpotential is fixed,
upon mass deformation for the adjoint scalars. Strictly speaking, (2.4) is correct for U(N) groups
while for SU(N) there are 1/N suppressed double trace terms.
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Model Building Features

2. Matter fields are not bulk fields, not even the “bulk” of D7s.

They are expected to be localized at the IR end of the intersection.

Rich model building possibilities: For simplicity, consider all SM 
matters to be “elementary”, i.e., they live in the unwarped region.

And in fact, to get the right charged matter 

(in this case, say, 5s of SU(5)), we add 

“flavor branes” which intersect the SM D7 

on curves:

Comments:

Gaugino mediation ! Gauge mediation w/ many mes-
sengers. Landau pole problem is also present in our
model: the D7 can not extend far inside the KS throat.

So far, we imagined that the Higgs and charged MSSM
fields reside inside the CY. However, we can also place
the light generations in the IR. In 4-d, they become
composite, and feel the SUSY breaking more strongly.
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fold, that intersect with the K D7s. The intersection
extends radially, but there exists an open string zero
mode that is localized in the IR. Its fermionic compo-
nent is massless, the scalar acquires a non-zero mass.
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elementarity of a given matter multiplet, 

depends on the minimal radial location of 

the intersection.  (Note that one must turn 

on gauge field strengths to get chiral 

matter).



Model Building Features

3. The SM and SUSY-breaking branes can be separated by large 
physical distance even for a small coordinate separation in 

because                        is large in string units.

We will consider D7s to dip down to small radius within SUGRA:

!

“Planck” brane

Q, U, D
L, E

!q̃

q̃

q

(321) gauge field

“TeV” brane

SUSY

Figure 3: The overall picture for the higher dimensional description of the theory.

(typically a factor of a few) larger than k. With this choice of scales, the characteristic mass

scale for the KK towers is given by "ke!!kR ! ! " (10!100) TeV.

The theories described below [6, 7, 8, 9] are thus formulated in 5D supersymmetric warped

space truncated by two branes. The structure of Fig. 1 then corresponds to breaking supersym-

metry on the IR brane (also called the TeV brane) and localizing quark and lepton superfields,

Q, U , D, L and E, to the UV brane (also called the Planck brane). The standard-model gauge

fields propagate in the bulk. The overall picture is depicted in Fig. 3 (we can even see the

similarity between the two pictures in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3). Supersymmetry breaking on the

TeV brane in this picture does not have to be suppressed — it can be an O(1) breaking when

measured in terms of the 5D metric of Eq. (3). Although supersymmetry breaking is directly

transmitted to the 321 gauginos, the generated gaugino masses are of order TeV, because of the

exponential warp factor. The squark and slepton masses are also generated through 321 gauge

loops, which are flavor universal and thus do not introduce the supersymmetric flavor problem.

This setup was first considered in Ref. [13]. We will see that in our theories this picture coexists

with most of the successes of the conventional weak-scale supersymmetry paradigm.

Here I want to emphasize that we should not take the view that our theory has solved the

hierarchy problem twice by introducing both supersymmetry and a warped extra dimension.

Rather, the picture of a supersymmetric warped extra dimension arises if the DSB sector,

which is necessarily present in any supersymmetric theory, satisfies certain conditions, e.g.

g̃2Ñ/16"2 # 1 and Ñ # 1. A virtue of the higher dimensional construction is then that we do

not need to know the gauge group or the matter content of the DSB sector explicitly. In fact,

5

Nomura, ...

R2
S3 ! gsM

1
gsM

<< !min < 1



A Gravity Dual of Gauge Mediation

Gauge Side Gravity Side

1

2

3

4

5

Choose a hidden sector Choose a gravity background (KS)

Prepare a metastable non-SUSY 
state

Add D3-branes

Introduce a flavor group with 
messenger “quarks”

Introduce D7-branes

Weakly gauge flavor group
Cutoff the geometry

Calculate soft terms using field 
theory

Calculate soft terms using string theory



m! = µ2/3

!! = !2/3

D3s
KS Geometry

D7s (visible sector gauge fields)

!

i

z2i = !2

z4 = µ

W = !2"
ij"kltr (AiBjAkBl)

+#̃a (A1B1 +A2B2 ! µ)#a

+!2#̃##̃#

Visible Sector Matter

Dual Pictures



Calculating Soft Terms

• On the gravity side: gaugino masses can be calculated using our metastable 
SUSY solution (DKM or MSS1) & the warped gaugino wavefunction found in 
[Marchesano, McGuirk, GS] (henceforth MMS).

• The results correspond to summing all-loop planar diagrams on the FT side.

• In this set up, the gaugino masses are the most straightforward to compute. 
On the FT side, the gaugino mass comes from loops. Schematically:

• Simplifications in two regimes:

•                      [Benini et al]

•                      [McGuirk, GS, Sumitomo]

m! ! !"

m! ! !"

!!

“MSSM” composite 
messengers

messenger quarks UV completion

m! !UV



Case I: Large Messenger Mass

• Consider the case where                which corresponds to           :m! ! !" µ ! !

• Below the confinement scale     , the hidden sector and messenger sectors 
are decoupled and do not contribute to the gaugino mass.

!!

!! m!

“MSSM” composite
messengers

!UV

messenger
 quarks

UV completion



Case I: Large Messenger Mass

• Between the confinement scale and messenger mass, the effective degrees 
of freedom in the messenger sector are messenger mesons.

- - Adj

SU (N) SU (N +M) SU (K)

!n

• For large rank hidden sector, these are weakly coupled [‘t Hooft; Witten] and 
therefore the usual perturbative expression applies

m1/2 =
g2visK

16!2

!

n

Fn

Mn

• The F-terms and masses require a holographic calculation [Benini, et. al.]

m1/2 =
g2visK

16!2

!4
S!
4!"

!

n

nei!n

!4
S ! !4

!
p!3

(gsM)2



Case I: Large Messenger Mass

• Above the messenger mass, the messenger quarks can no longer be 
integrated out.

• The messenger quarks are charged under a gauge group with large ‘t Hooft 
coupling and are therefore strongly coupled and so cannot be analyzed using 
standard perturbation theory.

• For large messenger mass, the result from physics above the messenger 
mass (from computation on the gravity side, using the warped gaugino 
wavefunction found in [Marchesano, McGuirk, GS]) is:

!m1/2 = 0 ! [Benini, et al]



Field Theory Explanation

• For          , the KS geometry simplifies [Klebanov, Tseytlin]. 

• Isometry group:                        

• On the field theory side, this means the R-symmetry is         .

•          has unit R-charge, so this R-symmetry forbids a non-vanishing gaugino 
mass.

•       breaks R-symmetry completely, but for energies above the messenger 
mass, this can be neglected.

µ ! !

SO (4)! Z2M

Z2M

m1/2

m!



Case II: Small Messenger Mass

• Now consider the case

• The D7-branes then come close to the D3-branes.

• Requires the SUGRA solution in the IR region [MSS1] which is more squashed 
and has more flux components. 

• Potentially more interesting because the R-symmetry is reduced to       .

m! ! !"

Z2

UV completion

!! m! !UV

“MSSM”

composites

messenger quarks



Gaugino Mass Outline

• Most soft terms require a more complete construction of the visible sector but 
gaugino masses require only knowledge of the gauge sector.

• Outline for a holographic computation (to leading order in perturbation theory)

1.Solve gaugino equation of motion in the unperturbed (KS) geometry              
(using results of [Marchesano, McGuirk, GS]).                

2.Insert unperturbed wavefunction into perturbed D7-brane action.

3.Dimensionally reduce to get 4D bilinear terms.

4.Canonically normalize to extract 4D mass.

5.Express 10D gravity quantities as 4D gauge theory quantities.

• This is fairly involved, so only part of the calculation will be shown here.



Gaugino Mass Step 1: Wavefunction

• The light fermionic degrees of freedom on a  D7-brane can be represented by 
a doublet of 10D Majorana-Weyl spinors

! =

!
!
!̃

"

• Introducing bispinor has the advantage of making the κ-symmetry of the 
fermion action manifested [Martucci, Rosseel, Van der Bleeken, Van Proeyen]:

matter fields are composites (as they have a low cuto!) in the field theory dual.

Calculating Soft Terms

Let us finally turn to the computation of soft terms. On the gravity side, the gaugino

masses can be calculated by analyzing how the worldvolume fields on the D7-branes react

to the SUSY breaking background. Our final answer would correspond to summing all-loop

planar diagrams on the gauge theory side.

To carry out the actual computation, we need to make use of some results on open string

wavefunctions in warped backgrounds obtained in Marchesano, McGuirk, GS (MMS). I will

summarize the key results here. The light fermionic degrees of freedom on D7-branes can be

represented by a doublet of 10D Majorana-Weyl spinors:

" =

!
!1

!2

"
(14)

The advantage of doubling the fermionic degrees of freedom is to make a symmetry of the

fermionic action, known as " symmetry, manifested. In terms of the bispinors, the fermionic

action takes the form (Martucci, Rosseel, Van der Bleeken, Van Proeyen):

S fer
D7 = #D7

#
d8$ e!!

$
|det (P [G] + F)| "̄PD7

!

%
#!D! !

1

2
O

&
" (15)

The SUGRA flux dependence is hidden in D! and O which are operators appearing in the

gravitino and dilatino variation respectively. The projector PD7
! depends on F = B2 + F2.

The " symmetry acts as " " " + PD7
! ". We can use this redundancy to set one of the

components of the bispinor to zero, e.g., !1 = !, !2 = 0.

We are interested in calculating the gaugino mass to leading order in S, our small ex-

pansion parameter. To this order, we only need to know the gaugino wavefunction in the

unperturbed Klebanov-Strassler background. The perturbation of the gaugino wavefunction

contributes in higher order.

This problem was solved in MMS. It is useful to note that in the presence of warping,

the 5-form flux is sourced: F int
5 = #̂6d(h!1e!). This 5-form flux couples to D7 fermions and

a!ects the warping dependence of the gaugino wavefunction. We found that

!(xµ, xa) = h3/8%(xµ)$ &(xa) (16)

where & is a covariantly constant spinor with respect to the unwarped metric2. Moreover,

the warping dependence is the same regardless of the worldvolume flux on the D7-branes.

2This is in contrast to !(xµ, xa) = h1/8"(xµ) $ #(xa) found in Acharya, Benini, Valandro where the
5-form coupling is neglected.
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• Kappa symmetry:                            Can use this redundancy to set !̃ = 0

SD7 ! !7

!
d8x e!!

"
" det (g!" +B!")"̄g

!"!!#""• Kappa-fixed action:

• Note that       is the pullback of the covariant derivative built from the bulk 
metric and not the covariant derivative built from the pullback of the metric

!!

[Marchesano, McGuirk, GS]



Gaugino Mass Step 1: Wavefunction (cont.)

• Omitted from the previous expression are some other factors involving        .

• However, when acting on the part of    containing the 4D gaugino, these 
additional factors act trivially in the SUSY case [Marchesano, McGuirk, GS].

• The action also has a term from the 5-form flux and the resulting equation of 
motion is solved by [Marchesano, McGuirk, GS]:

B(2)

!

! (xµ, xa) = h3/8" (xµ)! # (xa)

!•    is a spinor covariantly constant with respect to the unwarped KS metric.

• The gaugino is annihilated by all holomorphic   -matrices [Camara, Ibáñez, 
Uranga]:

!

!z! = 0



Step 2: Inserting Solution

• The 4D bilinear terms come from terms in the 8D action such as
!

d8x
"

!det (g!" +B!")tr
#
!̄PD7

! G+
3 !

$

PD7
! =

1

2

!
1 !i!(8)

i!(8) 1

"
G±
3 =

1

3!

!
FMNP!1 ± e!!HMNP!3

"
!MNP

• Working to linear order in perturbation theory, we perturb to linear order all the 
SUGRA fields (but first let’s focus on the 3-form fluxes, for now).

• Using the solution for the gaugino,

where    is the holomorphic 3-form of the unperturbed, underlying Calabi-Yau.

!̄!123! ! tr
!
"2

"
"

123

!



Step 3: Dimensionally Reducing

• The 8D bilinear thus becomes

!!7

!

R1,3

d4x tr
"
"2

# !

!4

d4x e3"/2
$

! det (g!" +B!")!
!ijk
Gijk

• If the full solution were available, the integral over the 4-cycle could be done 
but here we will make do with only a parametric dependence.

• Assuming that the integral is dominated near                             , this becomes !min = 2arccoshµ
!

!!7gsM"2/3!4minS
!

R1,3

d4x tr
"
#2

#



Step 4: Canonical Normalization

• To extract the physical mass, the kinetic term must be canonically normalized

i!7
2

!

R1,3

d4x tr
"
"̄/#"

# !

!4

d4x
$

! det (g!" +B!")h

• Following a similar procedure for the bosonic sector, we can extract the 4D 
visible sector gauge coupling

1

g2vis
= !7

!

!4

d4x
"

! det (g!" +B!")h

• Rescaling the gaugino kinetic term so that it becomes canonical, the bilinear 
calculated before gives a contribution to the mass

!m1/2 ! gsM"2/3#4
mingvisS



Step 5: Translating to 4D Gauge Theory

• At the bottom of the cascade, the gauge group is simply              so the             
‘t Hooft coupling in the far IR is

SU (M)

! = gsM

• Using the holographic dictionary for cascading gauge theories [Aharony, 
Buchel, Yarom], the parameter      is found to be related to the vacuum 
energy of the dual gauge theory [DKM]:

S

!S ! S1/4!!

• Finally, for               , the D7s dip down nearly to the bottom andm! ! !"

m3/2
! ! !3/2

"

!
1 +

1

8
!2min

"

• Putting these together

!m1/2 ! g2vis"
!4
S

!3
!

!"
m"

!!

#3/2

" 1

$2



Visible Sector Gaugino Mass

• In addition to contributions from the 3-form flux, there are potential 
contributions from the perturbed spin connection or from the 5-form flux.  
However, a detailed analysis of these terms shows that they vanish.

• The end result, to leading order, is (including other terms)

!m1/2 ! g2vis"
!4
S

m3
!

!"
m!

!"

#3/2

" 1

$3/2

• This suggests identifying an effective F-term

!m1/2 ! g2vis
F 2

m3
!

!"
m!

!"

#3/2

" 1

$3/2

F = !2
S

!
!



Features of Visible Sector Gaugino Mass

• We found that all SUSY breaking components of the 3-form flux can 
contribute to gaugino mass (c.f. only (0,3) flux in the general analysis of flux 
SUSY breaking by [Camara, Ibanez, Uranga];[Lust, Reffert, Stieberger], ...). 
The perturbed metric is non-Kahler and contribute to same order, e.g.,

• Gaugino mass vanishes to leading order in F (c.f. minimal gauge mediation).

• Decreasing gaugino mass as                   is reflective of the cascade (though 
result cannot be extrapolated to                  ). 

m! ! !"
m! = !"

purely ISD (2,1) flux. In fact, no Calabi-Yau background (with su!ciently generic
holonomy) has non-trivial IASD (2,1) forms or ISD (1,2) forms.

The perturbation !g!̄"̄ sources two terms:

"āb̄c̄!g
ād̄gb̄egc̄fG3

d̄ef , (4.5)

and
"!̄āb̄#

!̄"!gāc̄gbd
!

(G3
"̄cd̄)

! ! G3
"c̄d

"

. (4.6)

Both are a priori potentially non-zero. Nevertheless, after substituting the DKM metric
and the 3-form flux into (4.5) and (4.6), they both vanish (see appendix B for details).

4.2 Expected parametric dependence of gaugino mass

Before computing the result, it is useful to summarize our expectations for the gaugino
mass. How will it depend on the standard model coupling gSM, the SUSY-breaking

order parameter S, and the µ parameter of the D7-embedding?

• We expect the leading gaugino mass to be proportional to t = g2
SMK. This is because

the hidden sector communicates to the D7 gauge theory only via the messengers $ and

$̃, so the SUSY-breaking must vanish as gSM " 0, and the messengers come in the K
dimensional representations of the D7 gauge group. More precisely, we expect this to

be a one-loop contribution implying an additional factor of 1
16#2 .

• To argue for the correct S dependence, we use a strategy from [39]. The anti-D3
source perturbs the supergravity equations in two ways: by sourcing a tension-term

in the Einstein equations, and perturbing the RR gauge field C4. However, we can
imagine starting with a supergravity solution with an “imaginary brane” source at the
location of the anti-D3. The “imaginary brane” has negative D3 charge and negative

D3 tension; it therefore preserves the same SUSY as the background, and generates no
gaugino mass. The anti-D3 state di"ers from the “imaginary brane” background by

sourcing two additional units of (warped) D3 tension, but the coupling to the C4 field
remains unchanged. Hence the only perturbation to the supergravity equations, on top
of a theory where the gaugino has vanishing mass, involves the parameter S to the first

power. We therefore expect that the gaugino mass will be proportional to S.

• R-charge considerations then fix the power of µ; there must be a power of 1/µ2 to
compensate the R-charge of S.

Putting these considerations together, we expect a gaugino mass that scales like

m$ # t

16%2

S
µ2

. (4.7)
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Visible Sector Matter

• Assuming that the visible sector matter lives in the UV (elementary), the other 
soft terms follow from gaugino mediation [Kaplan, Kribs, Schmaltz; Chacko, 
Luty, Nelson, Ponton].

• More generally, the visible sector could be realized holographically on 
intersecting D7-branes with world-volume flux (composites).

D7s

warped region

D3s

Marchesano, McGuirk, GS, in progress

m2 ! !SM m2
! log(LMZ) L=AdS radius



Summary

• Holography provides a powerful tool to explore strong coupling extensions of 
the standard model.

• The use of this duality requires construction of appropriate supergravity 
backgrounds.

• We constructed such a background corresponding to the backreacted 
solution of D3s in the Klebanov-Strassler background (in the near tip region).

• This is dual to a metastable SUSY state in a cascading gauge theory.

• Using this background, we calculated the visible sector gaugino masses 
(other terms following from gaugino mediation).



Future Directions

• Consider general     , i.e., finding SUGRA solution along the entire 
holographic direction. Recent work of [Bena, Grana, Halmagyi] may help.

• Implement composite visible sector matter in a satisfying (& hopefully 
phenomenologically interesting!) way - Add intersecting D7-branes with flux.

• Move away from quenched approximation - Back-react D7 branes.

• Include gravity in the field theory - Glue geometry into a compact Calabi-Yau.

• Using holography to compute observables in other BSM scenarios which 
involve strong coupling: models with composite fermions, single-sector 
SUSY breaking, technicolor-like models ... 

m! > !"
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